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QUESTION 1

At the end of the financial period, Melanie, the accountant at Flowers for Me, issues the profit and loss statement budget
report. She is surprised to find out that the company is deviating from budget. What could be the reason for the budget
deviation? 

A. When setting the budget for the company she marked all expense accounts as budget accounts. 

B. Melanie issued the report according to a budget scenario that has different amounts than the main budget scenario. 

C. During the year, the check for deviation from the budget was done according to a budget scenario that has different
amounts than the main budget scenario. 

D. Melanie is not authorized to confirm budget deviation in case a G/L account exceeds the budget. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

At the end of the financial period, the accountant wants to review all G/L account and business partner balances. Which
report should he run? 

A. Transaction journal report 

B. Trial balance 

C. Balance sheet 

D. Profit and loss 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which accounts will appear in the balance sheet report? 

A. Sales and expenditures accounts with balances in the selected period 

B. The bank account and the inventory account of the company 

C. Accounts that show gross profit for the current fiscal year 

D. The electricity and the telephone accounts of the company 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Before the support consultant creates a support message, what information needs to be verified with the customer? 
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A. The information sources that were searched 

B. The patch level that was tested 

C. The business impact of the problem 

D. The date of the last database backup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

When you print invoices, you want to include a promotional code and static text that explains how to use the code. The
promotional code gives certain customers a discount on their next purchase. The promotional code has been added as
a user-defined field to the business partner master data, based on the customer\\'s previous purchase. If there is no
promotional code in the customer master, both fields should not be printed. How can you implement this requirement
using Crystal Reports? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Use a formula on the text field to change the contents of the text field to blank if the code is null. 

B. Suppress the text field and add a formula that checks if the code is null. 

C. Drag the two fields together in the report so that the boundaries of the two fields merge. If the user-defined field is
null, the text field will not be printed. 

D. Select both fields and link them using a sub-report. If the database field is null, the text field will not be printed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

One of Tiny Toys\\' vendors has branches all around the world. Therefore, the vendor issues invoices in various foreign
currencies. Tiny Toys has defined the vendor\\'s master data currency as \\'All Currencies\\'. This enables Tiny Toys to
enter invoices for this vendor in any currency. How is the \\'Account Balance\\' stored? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. In local currency, system currency and specified foreign currency. 

B. In every foreign currency that is used in the invoices. 

C. In local currency and specified foreign currency. 

D. In the local currency and system currency. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7
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You have just created two identical purchase orders for the same vendor in the SAP Business One system. You do not
need one of them. What is the best way to correct this mistake? 

A. Delete the rows and save the document for the future when you want to order items from the vendor. 

B. Change the quantity in the purchase order to zero. 

C. Delete the purchase order to remove it from the system immediately. 

D. Since no target document exists, cancel the purchase order. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A delivery document is created for a shipment of 10 printers to Madison and Daughters Inc. One of the employees
creates an A/R invoice but forgets to reference the existing delivery document. Madison and Daughters Inc. uses
perpetual inventory. What unplanned effect will occur by posting these two unrelated documents in the system? 

A. The customer will be charged for 20 printers. 

B. There will be a posting to an inventory variance account. 

C. The invoice will reverse the previous entry to the cost of sales account. 

D. The inventory account will be credited for 20 printers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following are possible business partner master types? Note. There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Buyers 

B. Leads 

C. Employees 

D. Vendors 

E. Customers 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 10

When Jade Logistics creates a sales order, they want to see the description for the item so they can communicate this
to the customer. How can this requirement be met? 

A. In the sales order, right-mouse click in the item code field to see the item description. 
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B. This information is standard in the sales order and you can make it visible in the sales order row using form settings. 

C. Once an item is selected for the sales order, the description and other item specifications are automatically provided
in the Logistics tab of the order. 

D. Add a user-defined field in the item row to display the description for the item. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Where should you look to find the hardware key for your customer\\'s system? 

A. General Settings 

B. License Administration window 

C. License Manager settings 

D. Choose Company window 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You have defined the departments in your customer company as profit centers. You then defined distribution rules to
divide the costs or revenues between the profit centers. Where should distribution rules be entered to automate the
distribution between the profit centers? 

A. In the document generation wizard preferences. Postings created by the wizard automatically use the distribution
rule. 

B. In the business partner master record. Postings to this business partner automatically use the distribution rule. 

C. In the item master record. Postings with this item automatically use the distribution rule. 

D. In the G/L account master. Postings to this account automatically use the distribution rule. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of these must always be provided to the customer after go-live? Note. There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Access to patches and service packs 

B. Access to the customer portal 

C. The service level agreement 
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D. Instructions for accessing SAP support 

E. Your support hotline number 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 14

What can be copied from one user to another? (Choose two) 

A. General authorizations 

B. Form settings 

C. Data ownership authorizations 

D. Report categories 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

The client wants to continue the numbering of invoices from the legacy system, so that there are no gaps in the
numbering. Additionally, sales quotations are issued by multiple employees, and the numbering of sales quotations
should continue for each employee. How can both these requirements be implemented in SAP Business One? 

A. In each user account, set the first and last document numbers for each document type. 

B. Set the first invoice number using the document numbering function. In the same function create multiple numbering
series for sales quotations. 

C. Set the first number for each type of document using the document numbering function. 

D. Using the document settings function, set one document numbering range for invoices, and multiple ranges for sales
quotation documents. 

Correct Answer: B 
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